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Knight Talks on Water
Issue and State Colleges
By JIM ADAMS
Gov. Goodwin J. Knight. seeking Republican candidacy to the
C. S. Senate, yesterday swung
his campaign into Santa Clara
valley with an optimistic note
on the future of state colleges and
blasts at Democratic opponent
Clair Engle on the water issue.
Knight told The Spartan Daily
newsmen yesterday morning:
"Our state colleges should he
able to expand their programs
to the point where they will he
able to grant Ph.D. degrees."
The Governor denied or avoided
accusations made Monday by Republican opponent Mayor George
Christopher, but was careful to
make no counter charges.

Devoting most of his campus
speech to the water issue. Knight
accused Democratic opponent Engle of "giving away" Colorado River water upon which "Southern
California depends for its very existence."
ENGLE VS. CALIFORNIA
Expanding on similar charges he
made in Los Angeles last week,
Knight said the interstate battle
tin which at least seven states are
vying for water rights to the Colorado River) is essentially "Engle
vs. California."
Ile said Engle cast the marginal vote in a l’.S. House of
Representatives committee that
would "take away a vital part
of the water California already
has." The Cos ernor implied En -

muse woold aggravate the
more local water tiontroserity
between Northern and Southern
California.
"A fly infringement on the
South’s water supply ultimately
Will result in greater demands by
the South for importation of water
from the northern counties- which
Congressman Engle professes to
serve," he said.
’IMPOSSIBLE TO ESTIMATE’
"It is impossible to estimate the
full extent of the staggering damage that could result," he charged.
In keeping with advance notices
that Knight’s speech woyld be concerned with state colleges and the
state school system, he mentioned
briefly that he had "strongly recommended" the passage of

LARGE CROWD HEARS TARDY GOVERNOR

recent "pay boost for teachers"
proposal tit failed!. He added to
education majors that he feels
they should be able to expect sal
aries comparable to those in inciue.
try and in other professions.
Concluding his address he told
the student anti factilt audience
would be the
basic philosophy that woidd
guide his actions as U.S. senator.
Observing that this phrase is
often used and often meaningless,
he declared: "When I say ’individual liberty’ I mean that no person should ever be denied the right
to succeed on the basis of race,
creed or religion.
’jr I AM elected senator. I will
into ucte"
piut tpis Iif

Before nearly MOO students and hold() members
lios. G oodwin J. Knight, seeking Republican randidacy for I’S. Senator, eriticirea Democratic
opponent Clair Engle tin the Interstate water
issue. lie charged that Engle hail "gken aititt"
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Atty. Gen. Edmund G. Brown, only major candidate for the
Democratic nomination for governor, wi’l wind up the week’s political
activities with a campaign address at 3:30 this afternoon.
Brown has been campaigning for an accelerated school construction program, more pay for teachers, protection of small businessmen, immediate solution to the water problem and "the inalienable
right of boys under 12 to build tree houses."
He is strongly opposed to Republican opponent William F. Knoww.
land’s stand on the "right to
__ S
work" initiative (right to work in
union org;inized shop Without beTVProgram a
longing to that union).
The attorney general contend,
The final in a series of three
c:ored circuit television newscasts that such action would weaken orwill be presented today by a De- ganized labor.

Red China
Talk Today
Industrial Arts
By Worthy

Class Vie

partment of Journalism and AdEarly in his campaign Brown
vertising class in radio-television declared: "Shall we go forward
with balanced progressiveness, or
newsviTiting.
Three weeks in preparation, the shall this state turn backward
15-minute program will be seen with the Senator?

Six Compete in
Dorothy Kaucher
Reading Contest
A $51) prize will be awarded to
a student whom judges will select
as winner of the semi-annual Dorothy Kaucher Oral Reading Award
today at 4 p.m.
Six readers will participate in
the finals. All readers have earned
their chance to compete in the
contest efter having gone through
preliminary competitions.
Readers will include Christopher
Brown, whose material will be selections from the whimstcal British writer, A. A. Milne; Jeanne
Cook, who hi.’; chosen "Portrait of
Jennie" by Robert Nathan.
Jerry ’Harris will read Chekhov’s
"The Lottery Ticket," Sandra Lewis will interpret Alice Duerr Miller’s poctn, "White Cliffs of Dover." Clyde Phillips’ selection will
be "Old Man Adam and His (’hiltun" by Roark Bradford, and Adrienne Reeves will read Mark
Twain’s "Report from Paradise."
Contest chairman will be Nancy
Dunn, winner of the Dorothy Kaucher Award during fall semester.
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By HUGH McGRAW
The complicated play, "Italian
Straw Hat," led to complications
for Harry Stephens, senior.Sprech
and Drama major, who is in the
play.

Pat Brown Ends
SJS Political Week

by the 74 members of journalism
instructor Ralph Westerman’s
news events class. It will be viewed
in TB73 at 11 a.m., according to
Gordon Greb, assistant professor of
journalism, who conducts the news.
writing class.
Editing and directing the show,
which originates from TB34, will
he David B. Shaver, radio-TV major. Ray Heiser, journalism major,
is newsreel -cameraman. The newscast was written and will be presented by Kenneth Cornett, advertising major.
Foreign news, a weather report,
SJS news, features and sports will
be included in the program. A special two-minute campus film feature on jaywalking will be shown.
Actual commercials will be used
this time. Greb pointed out. He
stated that, on the two previous
programs, public service announcement,: had been shown

’Straw Hat’ Actor’s Wife
Repels Would-Be Attacker

tan
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BROWN
. . . to speak

’Peace Day
To Be May 23

"Students Speak for Peace Day’
has been set for May 23 by the
"At the state level, the Senator National Committee for a Sane
has proposed nothing affirmative
Nuclear Policy.
and constructive. His only bid has
been to further divide our econThe committee established the
omy with unnecessary class war- day to allow students across the
fare."
country an opportunity to demonstrate in the cause of peace, according to committee spokesmen.

President Appoints
Prof as Director

Dr. Leon Lee, associate professor of business, has been appointed director of the Industrial Relations Institute In the
Division of Business.
Dr. Edward 1’. Shaw is In
charge of the Industrial relations
program. Dr. Lee was appointed
by Pres. John T. Wahlquist.

Among activities which will
mark the special day are marches,
bicycle caravans, chapel sermons
and circulation of petitions for cessation of further nuclear testing.
Students who support the drive
will wear blue arm bands.
The controversy both pro and
con concerning nuclear bomb testing here at San Jose State College
still is raging.

Newspaper correspondent
ham Worthy Jr., whose ban breaking entrance into Red China in
1956 made him the first reporter
to visit the Communist country in
seven years, will speak at 1:30 today in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Worthy, one of three U.S. newsmen to enter Red China against
the State Department’s orders,
ssill show ’motion pictures he filmed while behind the bamboo curtain.
It was in December of 1956 that
Worthy, as special correspondent
for Baltimore’s Negro semi-weekly, Afro-American, arrived in Peking and made the first broadcast
from China by a U.S. reporter
since 1949.
His broadcast was monitored by
CBS and rebroadcast.
While in Red China, Worthy
scouted around, sent stories to his
paper and interviewed an American citizen being held prisoner.
As a result of Worthy’s defiance’
of the State Department’s ban on
allowing U.S. newsmen to enter
Red China, his passport was re Yoked and he has been unable to
have it renewed.
A suit in Worthy’s behalf has
been filed in Federal District
Court, Washington, D.C., by the
executive director of the American
Civil Liberties Union in an effort
to regain his passport.
His appearance on the campus is
under the auspices of the Student
Y and the Christian Action Committee of the Roger Williams Fellowship.

Police Say No Parking
On Pushcart Course

With tomorrow’s pushcart relays
only 24 hours away, San Jose police have cautioned students not
to park their cars on the race
course after 6 a.m. tomorrow,. The
regulation Will be enforced by patrolmen.
This will mean that there will
be no parking on 6th street, between William and San Salvador; on San Salvador, between
6th and 5th streets; and on 5th
between San Salvador and San
Carlos streets.
’
Festivities will get under way
tomorrow with a luncheon at the
Lambda Chi Alpha house. Scheduled to attend will he the presidents of each fraternity and sorority, Crescent Girl Nancy Newman
and her attendants Carol Logsdon
and Jo Ann Crosetti and the race
judges. Judges will be Pres. John
T. Wahlquist, Chief of Police Ray
Blackmore, and Deans Elizabeth
A. Greenleaf. Robert S. Martin and
Stanley C. Benz.
The parade will start at the corner of 6th and William streets at
I p.m. Marching units will form at

12:30. Following the parade, the
races will start at 2 p.m.
As for the rare, each ear will
have five pushers. Each pusher
will shove hi car along for HO
yards, relay fashion. The total
course measures 550 yards.
Alpha Chi Omega will be out to

( oloriolo Riser water ital to Southern
Ma’s ’s ’’is existence." Knight was half an hour
late after stit)ing
,rtiene in n press conference
and making a short, tinaelteduled speech before
is group 01 sail -1111,1. Industrialists.
s part.ifoto by Mary Gaeta.

Building Bids

To

Be

Opened

Bids for construction of a twostory industrial arts building at
San Jose State will be opened in
Saentenento. June 10, United Press
reported yesterday.
SJS Executive Dean C. Grant
Burton yesterday estimated total
construction and equipment for the
building would cost approximately
$3,130,300. Actual construction is
estimated at $2,595,300 and equipment is expected to add an extra
$728,082.
Completion date is set for January, 1960, with the building to go
into actual use during the 1980
spring setnester. The structure will
be located at the corner of San
Fernando and Ninth streets.
Total square feet of the building
is estimated at 111,310. Space also
will be provided for ceramics and
sculpture equipment, according to
Burton.
Dean Burton also reported yesterday that two blocks should be
completely purchased by the state
for SJS dormitories, July 1. The
two blocks are located between
Seventh and Eighth, and Ninth
and Tenth streets, between San
Carlos and San Salvador.

$10 from Mrs. Stephens’ purse in
the living room, got up to have.
In an attempt to identify the man,
Mrs. Stephens followed him into
the kitchen. Apparently fearing
identification. the man st ruck Mrs.
Stephens across the forehead and
MAN ON BED
then ran out through the door.
Stephens, who arrived home a
Put ire were at the apartment
tew minutes after the assailant
fled, said that his wife awoke just at MI Dana .Ast.. most of the
before midnight to find a man night, according to Stephens, but
they failed to get any prints
sitting on her bed.
idnee the assailant took the %Ma"I need money," the man said.
sora with him.
-Do you feel the scissors on
The only description that Mrs.
Stephens, who didn’t have her
N’71111:42ikfe"said she felt the
sot-a," said Stephens, "then she glasses on, could give was that the
tried to warn him against threat- man was greying, in his late 40’s,
ening her and tried to get him out of medium build and wearing a
tweed suit.
of the apartment."
*STILL PRETTY UPSET’
STRI’CK FOREHEAD
."My sviLo is t1lL sketty,ttfrt
The men, who-already had t .1 n
about the event," said grephens.
Mrs. Stephens, who stayed with
a friend until her husband came
home, received a sedative Wednesday morning. Stephens said the
shock seems to be causing his wife
to lose her voice.
! Police, when contacted, said the
The newly elected Student i-.tunrace W:1, utjtt unrirr
ed voted yesterday to back the .
Student Activities Board and Stu- ’
dent Court in the action that Sigma Delta (’hi, professional journalistic fraternity. was delinm,
in submitting the evaluation f,,
required by March 25.
The evaluation form deadline
originally set for March 1, wa,
tended to the new date at a n:
the Jack of
meeting of student organizations. Hearts Hall close tomorrow at 3:30
ASH Pres. Dick Robinson said p.m., Wilma Henderson, publicity
that the extension was actually chairman said today,
done for the betterment of the orBids for the ball, sponsored by
ganizations. He stated that the
Student Council does not try to the Independent Housing Coarsen,
misrepresent anyone or any group. are on sale in the Outer Quad beIn further Council business, ap- ginning at 8 a.m. Costing $2.50 a
plication for student chairman of ticket, each bid entitles the purSpartan Foundation’s fund-raising chaser to cast a vote for the Jack
of Hearts.
drive were opened.
Six college men are competing
for the honor of reigning over the
ball scheduled for Saturday, 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m., in the bail room of the
Ste. Claire I fotel. Ray Hackett and
his orchestra will be on the bandstand.
Stephens’ 2)-Nrear-old ss ii,’,Bettelta was forced to fight off an attacker in her apartment Tuesday
night while her inishand was participating in the play’s dress rehearsal.

New Council
Backs Action

IT’S ALL OFF

Jack of Hearts contestants are
Paul Bush, Chuck Rigdon, Ted
Tersakis, Jack Tomlin, Dave Towle
Jim Wittenberg.
land
Bonnie Curley is chairman of the
Jock of Hearts Ball which is being
presented for the first time this
year. Its sponsors report they hope
to make the ball a college tradition
-

defend its last year sweepstakes
win. The Phi Sigs grabbed the trophy for the fastest fraternity and
AChi0 for the fastest sorority last
year. In the marching departments, the Delta Sigs, Theta Xi
and Delta Zeta copped high honors.

world wire

I

Complied from United Press
PARISPremier Pierre Pflirn- fered "police equipment" to Lebalin yesterday ordered Gen. Raoul non last night to "help this govSatan, French commander in Al- ernment maintain internal securgeria, to take charge of insurrec- ity."
tion -ridden Algiers and restore orIt came after anti -government
der.
terorists exploded two bombs near
The move followed shortly af- the U.S. Embassy in the sixth day
ter Preis Rene Coty demanded of violence that had brought this
loyalty from the 400,000 French tiny mideast country to the brink
traps in Algeria where a mill- of civil war.
tary-eivillan Junta seized 1).in pr
WASIBINGTONPresident Elswith a "Committee of Public
tnhower said yesterday that antiSafety" and urged GM. Charles
American demonstrations on three
De Gaulle to head up a new
continents seem to have been genstrong man government in Paris.
erated by Communist exploitation
BEIRUTThe United States of- of world troubles.

Jack of Hearts Ball
Ticket Sales Close
Tomorrow at 3:30

Only
thechipicecenfer cuts
of leather are
used in famous
Clark’s of England
Desert Boots!
Rough or. the
outside, slicker
than hog fat on
the inside! 12.95.
orget the wedding. "It’s 311 off my win: you’" been acting
a boor." explains Nonancourt, father of the bride-to-be. In a went.
front the coming production of "An Italian Strati hat." (harm ters front I to r are, Robin, played by Lloyd Kerns: Helene. -lath
Blaisdell; Nnnsnenurt. Isom Paulsen. and Eadinard, 111..n St est.
oe.
The PlaY will "Pen Frl.ia, Max Ili at 5:15 p.m. in th. I.itti.
aler.spartafoto by Bab hianlh.
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LITTLE MAtioNCAMPUS walla ’Billy Graham

Says S.F. Has
’Great Need’

ve Daily Comment
Editorial

Put It in Writing
It appears that the Spartan Foundation, Inc., is
going to have a rather tough time in its upcoming
on -campus campaign.
The Foundation, originally set up to help pay
SJS’ increasing football bills, has announced that
its aims hai.e been expanded to include all worthy
extracurricular activities. It has promises of or
on handabout $20 000 at present,
The
but would like to go into the new
Balance fiscal year with $30 000 or more. If
Sheet
hopes to get much of this additional
cash from SJS students, whose school will benefit
from the Foundation’s work.
This seems fair enough.
But we’ve noticed a distinct air of skepticism
on campus. A great many students feel that in
the end the Foundation will use the great bulk of
its money for nothing more than feeding football
players, and that the promises of something for
everybody are nothing more than attractive lures
for their hard-earned cash.
It’s quite apparent that much of the Foundation’s interest in debate teams and marching bands
comes from the fact that a lot of big would-be contributors have insisted that their money go for
things more cultural than fatter fullbacks.
But we fake the Foundation’s fine new aims at

face value and believe with President Wahlquist
that its leaders will try to spread the wealth around.
The Foundation’s charter in fact says that its
funds will go to a variety of campus activities and
Foundation supporters have said the better the students respond, the more money will "overflow" into
non -athletic activities.
All this sounds fine, but trying to convince the
Spartan -in -the -Street that his money will go to debate teams and marching bands only if he divvies
up enough cash to first support football isn’t going
to fall upon enthusiastic ears.
We think that the only way the Spartan FounIn Black dation can convince the mass of its
prospective contributors at SJS that
and
it’s something more than a football
White
front is to guarantee in writing that
a certain percentage will go each year to academic
activities.
This may seem a mite technical. And such a
provision could stunt the athletic program during
lean years when all Foundation funds will be needed
for football.
But it’s better than getting no funds at all from
a student body which appears to have little confidence in The sincerity of the Foundation’s very
worthy aims.

Readers’ Reactions, Reflections
Dear Editor:
Last semester I wrote a letter
deploring the lack of end -of -period
bells to discipline soporific- instructors in Centennial Hall. This semester, and through no efforts of
my own, I am sure. buzzers were
put into operation. Now I have
another .and somewhat paradoxical complaint to make: they are
too long in ringing.
This may seem a very picayuniah obsersation. but consider:
science. I venture, would be hard
put to come up with an Instrument as sensitise in picking up
sounds As a student ansiously
awaiting the signal ending a
CIA.Is period. Most of them can
detect the inaudible click of machinery dropping into place just
before the buzzer sounds.
Probably a blip lasting one -tenth
of a second would be sufficient;
certainly a two or three -second
buzzer should be enough to alert
any but a stone deaf or deceased
individual
tes

SAHARA OIL CO.
SAVE

MONEY

GAS and OIL
Sitcom! and Williams

CIASSIFIEDS
To place cisssifieds, fete them to
I6, Student easiness Office
11--0K RENT
Furniehed studio apt. Rent $65.
1,1qiiire at 111 E. William St. or ,
te CY 2-1494 after 6 p.m.
FURS. APT. for 3 or 4 students.
Rent $90. Call CY 2-1494 or inquire at 141 E. William after 6
00-ED MANOR
Open for 6
weeks summer session. VI 4-3112.
w Apartments
completely
turn_ Hustle down to 636 and 617
S. 9th St. (or phone CY 4-01211
and make your fall reservations
now. 510 per person will do it.
Special rote for summer students
and teachers. They’re filling fast,
en don’t dawdle RUN!!
FOR SALE
4 Tires. 600s16. Slightly used, $70.
(et’ 4-1,1.17 Stan after 630
Hi HI’ fere. Outboard in II t o
$175 or hest offer cL 8-8028.
WANTED
TYPINGFast. Neat! Accurate!
Corrections made. Lowest rates.
CH 3-3619.
LOST and FOIND
Golden Cocker puppy. 6 mo. Top
notch, like poodle. Call CY 4-1446.
Reward
MISCELLANEOUS
- Useful and pleasant summer
worse in French with French genIleman. For information call cr
5-2865.
per month siare time nei,/710
telll 18
or over. AX

airw.

tier
But no, that idiotic
must ring on and on for :III infuriating ten seconds. Do the
powers-that -he think we are
seteep? Or drugged, at any rate?
What is the purpose of that
humming harrangue?
Perhaps I am an overly-sensitive
Individual, but I am sure that
others besides myself must have
their nerves jangled daily by that
Incessant and odious sound.
Bzzezrezeez.
ASB 115
Dear Editor:
"The much talked about musical
score by Jim Baldwin. The music
designed to create a mood for the
exotic tropical island setting called
’Tamaloo does an outstanding
job of creating the effect of a
stuck record. I am sure much more
interest would be created if there
were some exotic dancing girls in
grass skirts or marines in the palm
trees to emphasize the music. The
music does wonders for my study
though. My sub-conscious keeps
telling me to see the play so that I
can hear the music just once
again. Three days of reputation
would make most songs repulsive
but this song only causes a burning desire to be on a tropical island. Could that desire be a desire
to get away from the music?
Charles B. Little
ASB 1148
Editor:
Recently the Stop A -Bomb Test
petitioners have been trying to
get signatures near the library.
Listening and watching the crowd
is enough to shake any optimist’s
faith in democratic procedure. One
man, obviously not yet fully
evolved from his not too distant
cousin, the ape, threw a penny to
the speaker. Another relic of the
tree swinging days said, "I don’t
like foreigners," another of somewhat better intelligence said he
was going to circulate another petition that said we were in favor
of our government. This is similar
to an execution where a crowd has
gathered to oppose it and another
man proposes the crowd should
uphold its government while the
switch is being thrown
Others, of the cash -register
mentality stood in the background passing snide and supposedly funny remarks that can
he heard in abundance in any
powder room in any YWCA.
These referred to the idea of
stopping A-bomb tests as prored or pro-Russian. whales en in
the hell that means. These by
the way were not "stupid"
workers but rather the "elite",
the cultured frvc who no doubt
feel anybody who works In a factory Is Ignorant, filthy mid
should stork as he dorm.
’

$1.30
Special
CHEF’S CLUB STEAK

Soup, vegetable, potatoes, bread and butter

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSE
545 S. 2nd St. Hours 7 AM to 9 P M.

The speakers themselves were
proof that the "MEEK shall INHIBIT the Earth." These speakers
or men trying to get some signatures thought with their heads
whereas opposed to them were the
cultured white-bucleys, who
thought and will always think with
their hearts There is a great difference between feeling and thinking.
The petition they. passed around
has already been approved by a
man such as Bertrand Russell, of
England, who I think it can be said
without any fear of error is far.
far above the intelligence of most
college students. Of course, Mr.
Russell, is an Atheist and Socialist
and this of course makes hhn a
"dirty degenerate Red," whatever
in the hell that means.
ASB 1239
Editor:
A disturbing element arose in
my discussions with students and
faculty concerning the campus petition to stop nuclear boinb tests.
Many people expressed agreement
with the petition, but a reluctance
about signing it. It might not be
safe to have one’s name on a petition asking for a change of government policy.
One cannot be condemned for
trying to avoid an unfavorable and
unjust reputation. The question
one must answer pertains to the
cost of protecting oneself. One cost
relates to the specific issue at
hand: If those who favor abolishing tests are silent, and tests continue, the cost may be equated to
the lives destroyed by fallout.
Another cost relates to the freed(xn we cherish in this country:
the age-old right to petition one’s
government has been battered by
those who use signatures as evidence of "disloyalty" or "un-Americanism." The right must he defended by all; especially those who
have a desire to petition.
After this week’s discussions
concerning the abolition of nuclear
bomb tests. it would be well if people on campus were asked again to
express themselves.
Leonard Feldman
Assistant Professor of
Mathematics.

Rent a Tandem
(A bicycle built for two) ,
nns’or
P
Your A
PAUL’S CYCLES
Cl’ 3-9764
1435 The Alameda
$1500 PER STUDENT
Red Carpet Apartments

m
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Former Reporter Touring
Europe Visits Red Country
(This is notlser in a series elf erticles by
Mel Guntz _.ho is touring Europe.)

By MEL GUANTZ
ParisIf I felt the greatest apprehension I had ever experienced
when entering Czechoslovakia, my sigh of relief on leaving that country must have dwarfed the former emotion.
Since arriving In Europe, my wife and 1 have wanted to visit
one of the satellites: Either Poland, East Germany or Czechoslovakia. Mr. Dulles won’t allow us to enter Hungary, Albania or
Bulgaria.
So when I met the son of the Swedish ambassador to Prague in
Stockholm, and he offered to take us with him through the Iron Curtain, I jumped at the chance.
The Czech consul in Copenhagen said that on such a short notice,
he could only give us a two-day transient -visa. But if we wanted to
stay longer we might get it lengthened in Prague.
It took only one hour and one dollar to get the visa. I began to
think that the Iron Curtain was made from pretty flimsy material.
Two days driving brought us to the West German -Czech border. The German border official shook his head when he looked
at our American passports and Czech visas. But he detained us
only two or three minutes before raising the crofts guard and waving us on with a not so merry "enjoy yourseises."
Our Swedish companion told us because we were Americans we
could figure on at least a half hour delay at the Czech frontier.
As I left the German customs station, the woods ended and ahead
there was nothing but barreness. At the actual frontier two parallel
barbed wire fences stretched off into the distance at right angles
to the road.
Our friend told us that the 10 yard space in between the two
high fences is solidly mined, making it impossible for anyone to cross
the frontier except by the road.
And on either side of the road are two watch towers. From
those, too machine-gun carrying guards uatehed us curiously as
we approached the cross bars.
First we were greeted by an armed man in knee-high black boots
and a green uniform with red shoulder boards. He seemed annoyed
that we should bother him. Settling us in a writing room, he disappeared with our papers for about 15 minutes, then came back and
had me fill in a form with the usual questions (name, age, birthplace,
profession, etc.).
(To be continued Monday)

Thief Frustrated
By ’Mayday’ Call
SAN FRANCISCO (UP) Bullet-proof glass and the international cry of distress "Mayday!"
yesterday frustrated an at tempted holdup of the Veterans
Taxicab Co.
Everett Johnson, 52. seeretary-treasurer, was alone in the
dispatcher’s room counting out
weekend reeeipts of albotis 55000
before sending the money to a
bank.
He looked up to see a man wearing rubber gloves and carrying an
automatic pistol motioning to him
through the teller-type window to
open up.
Johnwin ducked behind a desk.
The would-be robber tried to
shove the gun under the window
but it ea’, too thick. Then he
tHed to break it with the gun
but it only cracked.
Johnson pushed down all buttons on the company’s radio
switchboard and yelled, "Mayday!" The rubber fled.
Johnson didn’t know until later
that two other robbers were involved and had forced bookkeeper
Joaquin Guiterrez, 55. to lie on
the floor in another room while
the third man went after Johnson.
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659 S NINTH STREET
Apt. 3, mer. CY 2.4154
CH 3.129; FR 1.2711

Your Eyes Deserve
The Best...
Give your eye, the good rare
they &stone. Have your glasses
fitted where modern equipment
and professional skill insure
best results.

Dr. Jack H. (:hennell
Optometrist
234 S. Second
CT 5-8747
Member SPAR -TEN

former Sparta* Daily reporter,

Beastly Pictures
Allied
HOLLYWoOD (UP)
Artists announced yesterday that
"The Bride
a double feature
and the Beast" and "The Beast of
Budapest"
would open Wednesday at heed theaters.
Meamhile. studio film makers
went to work on another two
films
"The House on Haunted
Hill" and "Macabre."
_
PLANTS FROM PERU
BERKELEY, Calif. (UP) -- An
expedition from the University of
California collected more than
10.000 plants in Peru for the university botanical garden here.

TV’s Wagon Train
May Rattle to Last
Stop in Sacramento
HOLLYWOOD (UP)
Television’s "Wagon Train" rattles to
its destination in Sacramento six
weeks hence and will be heard of
no more unless NBC decides to
renew the series next fall
After 39 weeks of axle -break. ing jolting Across the prairie
and mountains, Wagonmaster
Ward Bond will break up the
train. The TV trek took seseral
weeks longer than did the real
wagon trains to trasel from St.
Joseph, Mo., to California. But
the original wagons didn’t pause
for re -taken.
Bond, more salty and gruff than
the character he plays in the
series, doesn’t give a hang if the
program returns or perishes.
"If the show is renewed the
script calls for me and a couple
of sidekicks to be shanghaied
aboard an old sailing boat and
hauled around Cape Horn," he
growled over a glass of beer.
"We hope to land Charles
Laughton tre play the Ship Captain
- sort of a takeoff on his Captain
Bligh role in ’Mutiny on the
Bounty’
"Then whrn we land in New
York I’d head eight for St. Joe
again to start another %salon
train headed for California. Of
Course, that all depends on continuation of the series."
"I’m 53 years old, and I thought
that two pictures a year would be
plenty to keep me bus’." he
sighed. "Then along came this TV
program and I’ve never worked
so hard. I don’t even have time for
my boat or my ranch. I’d kind of
like to take it easy for a while.
"Ileing n star is something new
to me. I. never wanted to he A
leading character. For 30 year,
I’ve played feature and characte,
roles, and now all of a sudden
playing a hero."

By PETER .1. HAYES
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI- Billy
Graham said yesterday he has
sensed an even greater "spiritual
hunger" among San Franciscans
than he did at his New Yolk crusade last year.
And, said the blond evangelist.
there has been far more teenager
interest here than at New York or
any previous meeting.
The San Francisco CrtlMIC
Was off to a faster start than
last year’s 151; %seeks of meetings in Nladison Square Garden.
In the first 12 meetings here
1914,000 persons turned out at
COW PAIIICC compare,’ to
t
200,000 in the first 12 days In
New York.
On a per capita basis, this se,
considerably more than in New
York. The potential audience in
New York was 15 million compared to 3,500,000 in the San Francisco Bay Region.
As for "Decisions For Christ."
7,284 came forward here compared to 7,713 in New York in the
first two weeks.
"Prom a spiritual point of view
I think there is a deeper work
of God here than we saw in New
York," Graham said. "The atmosphere of the meetings, the
dedication of thin,.- who are
working in the meetings is far
beyond any t king wr had (I retuned
before we came."
He said San Francisco presented in many ways a greater
challenge than New York. He cited
the City’s high suicide and alcoholic rates, along with the fact
"San Francisco has never in its
history had a united evangelistic
crusade like this."
He said evangelists D. L.
Moody and Billy Sunday had all
been to NCW York and had successful meeting s, but never
visited San Francisco.
"One or two evangelists tried,
but were virtual failures," he said.
"We of course came not knowing
what to expect. Our faith was
strong but we had doubts. But we
have been overwhelmed by the response of the people. I think it is
as great a spiritual hunger and
even more so than I sensed in New
York."
Graham said the meetings here
have almost turned into a "Young
People’s Crusade." About threequarters of the 18.000 attending
each of the first two Thursday
youth nights were teenagers and
college students.
Of these, 991 responded to
Graham’s plea to "Come give
your life for Christ- on the first
Thursday night. The next Thursday 1,243 came forth, a record
for any of his indoor meetings.
"I think the young people today
are searching for answers to the
mysteries of life," Graham said.
"Many are finding answers in this
crusade."
Graham predicted that the six- and possibly sevenweek crusade
would have a greater impact on
community life here than the New
York meetings had

7.sis Zsa Gabor attends a Neu
York play wearing the $17,000
chinchilla coat Os in her hy Gen.
Rafael Trujillo Jr., son of the
D
inican dictator. Miss Gabor
said she accepted It "gladly
from a %cry nice person."
photo by International.
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Relay Team
[In 440-Yard,Baseballers
Race Friday

By JOHN SALAMIDA ... SPORTS EDITOR
San Jose State’s football coaching staff has adopted an opt1-1
outlook for the approaching 1958 season. The Spartans open
one of their strongest schedules in history Sept. 20 by battling Un iversify of Washington.
Spartan grid fans will be greeted by several new faces with
transfer students sprinkled throughout the roster. Head Coach Bob ’
Titchenal and aides: Marty Feldman, Gene Menges and Max Coley
plan to hse 40 gridders on hand uhen prat lite opens in the fall.
sPRING BOWL tiAME . . .
Twenty sessions of spring practice concluded Saturday with the
annual Spring Bowl game at Spar- r..
tan Stadium. Line coach Marty ,
Feldman reported yesterday that
the players displayed a great deal
of spirit.
Feldman said the sarsity
ditlittet worked intensely sluring .the spring practice drills
and there was keen competition for all positions. The assistant «1311h I
utted that
no posit* s have yet been
cinched, and ail are still open.

miss,

ThUrSitly,

Whip St. Mary’s
Spartan Nine
Ends Season

WHERE’S THE GUITAR?

By RANDIE E. POE
Resolving not to run the legs off
Ray Norton, SJS Coach Bud Winter will enter only his 440 -yard
sprint team in the Coliseum Relays at Los Angeles tomorrow
night.
Originally, Winter had planned
to unloose an 880-yard relay combo, but since rocketized Norton
will go in the open 100, the SJS
skipper feels an extra 220 would
drain too much sap from Ray’s
slender legs.
Rapidly, Norton is becoming
almost as popular as Coca-Cola.
He’s receiving daily invitations
to flit around the country. but
WInter is guarding his meal ticket
paternally to see that Norton is
not exploited.

The footballers participated in
four game scrimmages with the
Spring Bowl terminating practice.
Student coaches assisting in drills
were Hamel Pollard, Ron Woolverton and Jim Moore. "They did
a very fine job." Feldman declared.

BANDWAGON HOPPERS
"They wanted him to run four
races at Sanger." Winter jabbed.
"but I won’t let him do that, of
course. Everbody is hopping on the
bandwagon now after looking
down their noses at us last seaGENE MENGES
The line on the ’58 club will be
son."
. . . Backfield Mentor
much beefier than last season, av.
Nortlin, along is it h Garfield
eraging 210-lbs. Lighter weight of the backfield would lower the team
Finley, Bob Brooks and Kent
mark, however.
Herkenrath, still join Winter
Defense outshown offense in the spring drills, the coaches reported. "The offense," Feldman stated, "is much more improved than on
1 p.m.
flight to LA.
The :QS
contingent
will "a:"
check
last year.
their luggage at the Sheraton
MIXED ATTACK
Town House.
The Spartans plan to mix their attack between a hard running game
Saturday, the Spartan team will
and an aerial display. Should the local chiefs decide to take to the air. motor to Burlingame for the Pathe Spartans have two good passing quarterbacks in Mike Jones and cific Amateur Assn. Meet. Norton
newcomer Emmett Lee.
may or may not run.
Lee, who also saw action with the SJS baseball team this
"He’s our main consideration
spring, was a surprise to the Spartan roaches. He Impressed the
now," Winter offered. "If he feels
mentors with his team leadership ability and his running power.
well after the Coliseum races, he
Jones, who lettered as a sophomore last season, hit his peak dur- may go in one Burlingame race.
ing the Spring Bowl contest, in which he completed 10 of 14 passes But we can’t overwork him."
for 153 yards.
It is not at all certain who will
The locals will have plenty of depth in the line, with the tackle oppose Ray in the open century.
positions fortified by several good prospects. Returned lettermen Cal’s Willie White and Oklahoma
Chuck Ennis has impressed at the tackle slot, along with Ken McNeece and Jim Wright.
Adding depth to the position are Howard Poyer, Ernie Ybarra, Wrestling Tourney
Manuel Elias and John Dakes.
With the W1111 -final, p.m out
APPLEDORN SHINES . . .
of the way, intramural is restlers
End Clarion Appledorn, a transfer from Shasta Junior College. enter the finals of the all -earn also was a surprise to the coaching staff. Along with lettermen Dan past wrestling tournament today,
Colchico and soph Leon Donahue. the Spartans will be strong at the with activity due to start at
end spots.
3:30 p.m. In the Men’s Gym.
Bill Atkins, who switched Irons tackle, and Ras Harrah top
Thirty men have entered the
the guard prospects. Harrah, the smallest lineman, has more detwo-day tourney, ulth both intermination than men twice his size. Feldman said. Carl Mitchdependent and fraternity men
ell, Dick Erier anti Dick Cristofani lune ishoon marked improvement.
Center aspirants are lettermen Ron Earl and Stan Tallant and
a frosh graduate Less Atterberry. Halfback candidates showing good A&M star Orlando Hazley will be
form were Sam Dawson, Dan Wasnick, Doug McChesney, 220-1b. Phil there, but whether Bobby MorCordero, Dave Hurlburt and Tom Uyeda. Fred Blanco, who was in- row or Dave Sime will appear is
uncertain.
jured during the spring, will return in the fall.
Showing promise at fullback wet John Colombero, Kent Rock- NORTON’S READY
Yesterday, after one of his best
holt and Rich Miley. Letterman Claude Gilbert, also sidelined with
an injury, will return in the fall. Roger Weiland and Nelson Dake workouts of the season, Norton
told this writer, "I hope everybody
round out the quarterback aspirants.
shows up. I wish they’d have 20
lanes cutting right through the
baseball field. I’m ready."
821S* most spirited 440-yard
relay foes will he Texas (:40.31,
Fresno State (:40.8) and perhaps Oklahoma State (:40.3) or
Occidental (:40.9). The Spartans, behind Norton’s amazing
leg. ran :40.7 to win this event
at West Coast Relays last week.
One of the top events of the
BERKELEY -Reserved seat tic- admission. $2; Saturday, June 14
kets to the National Collegiate students and children. $1; Friday, night will be the "Miracle Mile,"
Track and Field championships, June 13 general admission, $1; Fri- a chewy get-together involving
to be held at Edwards Stadium, day, June 13 students and child- three sub-four minute spikers.
On hand will be Herb Elliott, a
June 13 and 14, are on sale at six ren. 30 cents.
Bay Area ticket agencies. Cal AthAgencies handling the advance 20-year-old Australian, whose
letic Director Greg Engelhard an- sale of reserved seals for the clas- chest makes him look more like a
piano tuner than a miler; Mery
nouced yesterday.
sic meet are as follows:
The advance sale of reserved Roos -Atkins, 798 Market St.. San Lincoln; Laszlo Tabori; and perseats is for the Saturday. June 14 Francisco; Abe Rose, Inc., 1742 haps Villanova record -crusher Ron
finals only. Reserved seats for the Franklin St., Oakland; Roos-At- Delany.
Elliott’s coach, Percy Cerutty.
finals sell for $2.50 each. Other kins, 1500 Broadway, Oakland;
tickets will be sold at Edwards Sherman Clay Box Office, 2101 said this week that his boy "has
Stadium the day of the meet. Broadway, Oakland; Roos -Atkins. been conditioned to run a fourPrices for other tickets are as fol- 64 Shattuck Square. Berkeley; and minute mile esery time he comlows: Saturday. June 11 general ASUC Ticket Office, Stephens _ petes. We feel that Herb fails
Union, on the California campus.

Sports Roundup

Tickets On Scile
For NCAA Meet
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Oklahoma Staters
SANGER, Calif. sCrt Central
California AAU officials announced yesterday Oklahoma State University has entered its 880 yard
relay team for Sanger’s track and
field meet June 7.
Coach Ralph Higgins plans to
send his quartet to Sanger several
days in advance of the meet. The
quartet ran a 1:22.9 in the event
at the Texas Relays. two-tenths
of a second off the world mark,
and have swept aside all opposition
since.
Besides the 880 relay, officials
have added the 440 relay event to
this year’s program.

3aitho’q

To The Track
Ai.flAsy. Calif. (UP)--Thirtcen

Manzanita Room

top thoroughbreds have been made
eligible for the $25.000 Dumpty
Humpty Handicap at Golden Gate
Fields Saturday.
Named for the DUnipty Humpty "Cap" were Barouche, Beau
Busher, Blen Host, Cardiff, Coyant, Dr. Bunny. Gold Cover, Grand
Tudor, Poop-Deck. Princes Street.
Star Realm 2nd. Timloch and VIM"
!Supremo.

Feeling LOW After

a BIG night?
Chuck Wagon Breakfast
a -La Waldorf
Esser), Sandy II 2
3-1695
19 N. Market CY

Grimacing in pain is big Flank Sauer of the San
Francisco Giants as he was hit In the ribs by
Los Angeles Dodgers pitcher, Larry Sherry. Man-

ager Rill Itigney’s Glanta, currently the talk of
the National League uent on to nab the victory.
International photo

Macedo Heads Parade

New Swimming Marks
Highlight Past Season
By HUGH SCOTT
Sophomore sensation Tom Macedo has two more years of competition ahead for San Jose State’s
varsity swimming teamplenty of
time in which to continue battering Spartan backstroke and relay
records.
Macedo can’t help hut consider
the past pool season a success.
He ruminated his name in three
places on the record hoard uhich
hangs from one wail at Spartan Pool.
Macedo’s fondest memories stem
back to Friday. April 25. It was
on that date, with Fresno State
challenging the locals, that all-out
war was declared on the record
book. Three standards fell.
Best clocking ever recorded
by a Spartan for the I00-yard
backstroke was 1:03.2. Macedo
erased more than two seconds
from the mark, winning the
event in 1:00.9.
The 220-yard backstroke crown
was already Macedo’s baby. He’d
done 2:18.6. Now he slashed over
the course in 2:18.5.
Not yet finished, Macedo
kilned forces with Rich Donner,
Lorne Brown . and Dale Anderdown on the job whenever he
doesn’t run a four-minute mile."
Elliott, himself, is opt iMistic
Bubbles he: "If I’m around 3:02
after three laps, watch out."
Tabori, who has been working
religiously at the SJS track for
four months, is unbeaten and unchallenged this season. Ills hest
time this year is 4:09 hilt his
skinny legs haven’t really been
tested yet.
Lincoln has three times in his
career run under four minutes.
Earlier this season in Perth. he
nipped Elliott by inches on a slippery grass track. Both aces wer,
clocked in 3:59.6

1,11TAN 0.tILT-3

17: 19ns

.on in the 400 -meter relay. The
oatehen caught San Jose state’s
entry: in an unprecidented 4:13.1.
Needless to say, the Spartans
captured the meet. The score was
62-24.
A slightly altercd relay quartet
blasted the 400-yard medley relay
standard at the Pacific Association Senior swimming and diving
championships at Santa Clara.
Macedo, Donner. Anderson and
Art Lambert splashed home in
4:13.4.
Lambert, frequently a dual meet
double-winner, was another key
team figure, specializing in the
freestyle dashes. Further contributions came from Ron Riley in
diving and Bill Augenstein in mid.
die distance events,

1
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Crown Defending
Spartan Linksters
To Vie in Tourney
C1.1.1 AlItDefending its Vi
letic Conference crown. San Jose’
State’s golf squad will travel to
Los Angeles this weekend to face
six other teams in the WCAC
Tournament.
The Spartan golf club took home
the 1st place trophy last year at
the La Rinconada Country Club in
Los Gatos
Other entrants in the tourney
will be Pepperdlne, Loyola, College of Pacific. Unisersity of
San Francisco, St. Mary’s and
Santa Clara.
Coach Walt McPherson plans to
take six boys to the tourney. Leading the Spartan golfers will be
Eddie Duino and Jack Lueeti.
Both boys have been playing outstanding golf throughout this season. Luceti is carrying a 72 stroke
average for SJS to lead the link ltd -a.
Also slated to make the trip
Will he Haney Kohn, Bill West
and Keith Rockwell.
play-off
betneen Jack Goohy and Stan
Giddings will determine the
sisth spot on the San Jose State
traveling squad.
The SJS linksters, who ar
carrying a 10-3 win loss record.
will face Cal Poly Friday at the ,
Morro Bay Golf Course for the
first Spa 11:111 not ion sit’ the tourney.

Phi Epsilon Kappa
Event Ends Saturday
The combinaion golf tourn
picnic sponsored by Phi Epsiirni
Kappa will come to a chase Saturday with a picnic at Alum Rock
Park.
The golf tourney, for all P.E.
majors and minors and faculty
members, started Monday and will
continue until Saturday. The tournament is being staged at the Hill.
slew Golf Course on Tully road.
Sign-ups are still being accepted
Torn Marsala, I. and Art Lambert oere too of the key Grates for both the tournament and the
on San loss’ State’s %amity picnic. The cost is $1.50 for the
M111.1.1111,
a
swimming team.
backstroke artist, broke %metal tourney and $1 for the steak dinrecords in his specialty. lam- ner.
in freestsle
«onipeted
bert
Persons may attend the picnic
es "lats.sat:1H af14.1 11% Dolig Ill II. without entering the tournament.

Swim Standouts

By JOHN SALAMIDA
San Jose State baseball team
ended its 1958 season on a happy
note yesterday by whipping St.
Mary’s, 13-1, at Moraga.
The Spartans parlayed Al McIntyre’s iivehit mound effort with
I6 -hit batting attack to capture
14th %m oil against the same number of losses. Coach Ed Sobczak’s
locals also dropped two non-scheduled practice tilts to Fresno State
during the season.
McIntyre, mainstay on the Spartan pitching staff, turned in one
of his top efforts of the season in
taming the Gaels. He sent 10 opposing batsmen down via the
strike out route and did not issue
a %salt(
Spartan hat5men fattened
their batting averages In the
artsson-elosing vitItuil by c
11mg St. Mary’s pitcher Jim Collie
for 16 sallies. Eight of the 14.191
regulars collected one or more
hits.
Outfielders Harvey Johnson and
Buzz Ulrey and shortstop Jim
Seith paced the attack with three
sinitles each. 171rey, a sophomore.
whacked a home run in the fifth
Second-sacker Jim Long, who
lashed out two hits, doubled home
three runs in the seventh, and
McIntyre clubbed a 400-ft. groundrule double in the fifth for other
big blows,
The Spartans drew first blood
In the contest with a lone tally in
the opening canto. St. Mary’s tied
It up with an unearned run in the
second, only to have SJS forge
ahead in the third with three
markers.
The winners added four runs in
the fifth and seventh frames and
concluded their efforts with -one
tally in the ninth.
"Although we had an up anti
down seaso n," Coach Sobczak
opined, "the players displayed a
great deal of spirit." A former
standout in professional baseball
ranks, Sobezak completed his second season as Spartan diamond
mentor.
Boxscore:
SAN JOSE
AIR
Selinsior If 4 2
Long 21, 5 3
6 2
Soith is
5 I
01re5 if
Rodonly lb 3 I
Chisfsen c 6 I
Johnson cl 6 I
Hley lb 4 I
McIntre p 4 I

Si’ MART’S
ABS
H
0 Alvido If 3 0
7 Riley o
4 0
3 FaInfin lb 3 0
3 Wan c 3 I
I Sprenger if 4 0
1 Woods lb 2 0
3 Calm; ct
3 0
I Tejeed lb 2 0
I Collie p
4 0
llnosio 310 1 0
Shea, c
0 0
43 11 16 Total.
30 i
Totals
t03 040 401-13 It,
Ses Jos,.
St. /skeet i
010 000 000 1
S

SAN FRAN( .
UPI
Joe
(Jet) Perry, whose great comeback in the middle of last season
helped propel the San Francisco
Forty Niners into a playoff game
against Detroit, signed with the
pro football club today for his 11th
year.
The veteran fullback was benched during most of the Forty Misers first seven games in 1957 while
he shed weight and recovered from
an injured knee. Then he bounced
back into the lineup and gained
approximately 400 yards Us his last
five contests.
In 10 seasons with the Forty
The broadjump record for San Niners. Perry has gained 7192
0 State has lasted for 16 years. yards on 1343 carries.
0 Iii 1942. Willie Steele leaped 23-7
H
His
National Le ague total is
Ito set the mark
5791 yards for 1151 at tempts.

Larry Cassou and Jack Brown Jim LeGate hit two singles Ira the
also clipped out round -trippers. losers.
Ray Aliamus received the loss and , American League standings:
W I, RF RA
Don Weber collected KA’s (tub ’
9
4 1 37
, ’Sigma Nu
hit, a clean single
7
4 1 52
Sigma Nu and ATO will meet at "ATO
3 2 46 ’21
Columbus Street Park at 3:45 p.m, ; SAE .
3 2 41 30
on Monday to docide the A.L. Phi Sigs
1 4 25 14.6
Championship and the .ight to Lambda Chi Alpha
0 5 23 73
meet the National League eham- KA
,
pion, probably unscored on Thetar’ -must meet in playoff
Chi. The N. L. still has two games Today’s National League Schedule
Delta Sign 12-1 I vs. Sig Los 10to play.
In srsterilas final action, the 31 ;it Willow Street Park. PiKA
41.2, vs. Du 12.1 at William.
l’hl Sign romped all user Lambda Chi Alpha, scoring nine runs Street Park. and Theta Chi 13-01
In the final Inning to win 18-2. vs. Theta Xi 1141 at River Glen
star? :I. 71 15 p.m
Bush Georin I hress a four-hitter, Park All ritTIPC
while the Phi sigs were busy
pick,ing lip 17 hit. off Hale
Clark, the lo.er.
George Miller halved nut a
homerun and double, Jim Paris
two singles and a double and Lash
Turville two doubles and a triple

Coffee Date?

DIERKS DONUTS
(A,.4

I
0
2
I
0
0
0
5
3
S

Jet Perry Signs
New 49er Contract

u Dumps AE;. PPlays AT .S
Sigma
For A.L. Championship Monday
By CONRAD MUELLER
With both winning high -scoring
games, ATO and Sigma Nu have
ended the American League softball play with 4-1 records and a
tie for first place. after last night’s
contests.
Sigma Nu dumped SAE from
a first place tie, ;sinning 13-i
behind the two hit pitching of
Bob Ross. In addition to his fine
pitching. RPM also hanged out
two hits to pare his team at the
plate. Gary Leach also tagged a
run Mooring double, but Hose
Engeleke turned In the defensive
gem of the gain.- as hit 111/11Ie 11
back-to-the -Infield running catch
In left field. Bob MeGetchin received the loss tor SAE.
ATO poured the Mils to winless
KA. 18-0. as Cla it d e Ttolenrier
threw a one -hitter, and homeruns
decided the scoring. 1,-m ’Whitlock
smashed a grand -slam homer while

0
0
0

P 1,4

370 AUZERAIS STREET

DIVERS
COPE & McPHETRES is now totally prepared to
4D meet all of your skin-diving, surfing and aqua.
4c needs.
SPECIALS ON all types of cold water spits, and
exceptional early se a son buys on underwater
breathing apparatus.

PLUS

the most complete selection of diving ac-

cessories available in the Santa Clara Valley.

Cope & McPhetres Sport Shop
66 WEST SAN ANTONIO
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Neptune’s Bride

Spa ria n Society
Fraternities Elect Officers;
Plan Social Get-Togethers
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Dick Dickson was selected as
Outstanding Delta Sigma Phi of
the Year and King Neptune at the
Sailor’s. Ball Saturday night. Gil
Zaballos was chosen Outstanding
Athlete. and Ron Elliott received
the House Manager’s Award. The
dance, which was held at the
San Francisco Rowing Club, followed dinner at Fisherman’s
Wharf.
Delta Simi will join with the
sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma for
a beach exchange Sunday at Santa
Cruz. The two houses held a dinner exchange WedlIPSChiy is enIng.

which will be held Sunday at the
chapter house.
Nominations for next semestcr’s
officers were held at Monda)
night’s meeting.
SIGMA PI
Sigma Pis will travel to Stock.
ton Sunday for a party at the
home of Leo Gardena prior to the!
Calaveras County frog jump.
Elizabeth Molina was crowned
queen at the Sigma Pi Orchid Ball
May 10 at Rancho Del Monte.
Linda Carlisle and Kathie Sullivan
were her attendants.
THETA CHI
The local chapter will host four
Theta Chi chapters this weekend
for the annual Region Ten Confemme. Visiting chapters will include Theta (’his from Fresno
Stat a Stanford. latisersity of
Nevada and the University of
California. Among the festikities
planned for Saturday are a volleyball tournament, entertainment
and several discussion groups.
The 10th annual Founders’ Day
will be held May 24 from 1 p.m.
to 7 p.m, at laratog,a Springs.

DELTA UPSILON
Gil Egeland is the newly elected
DU president, and Pete Gebel-1:0th
was recently chosen vice president of the fraternits.
Tomorrow night at 7 pan. DUs
will embark from Stockton for the
annual boat trip up the Sacramento River. Following a five hour
cruise, the boat will dock again at
the Stockton pier at 12 midnight.
This year’s Full M o on Bail,
marking the 10th anniversary of
the spring formal, will be held
TIIETA Xi
Ma, 24 at the Villa Hotel
New officers for the fall semester include Bob Huebner, presiLAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Pushcart Relays will be held to- dent; Gary Nelson, vice president:
Vern Johnson, treasurer; Bill Denmorrow.
Lambda (’his will join with the nison. house manager: Clark
Phi Mus for a water skiing ex- Smith. social chairman; and Scott
change Saturday at Anderson Kennedy, corresponding secretary.
Dam.
Plans are now underway for the
A Hobo Hop will be held at the annual Theta Xi Luau which will
chapter house May 11.
be held later this month.
Chuck Bolin was elected OutPHI SIGMA KAPPA
standing Man in the Chapter for
Paul Bush was elected president 1957-58. and Bill Bjorge received
of the fraternit) Monday night the title of Outstanding Outside
Other new officers include Ron man for 1957.58.
Robinson, vice president; Porter
Lewis. secretary; Dud Klester.
Enjoy
sentinel; Jerry Young. chaplain;Sprieg
Most women
CHICAGO UP)
Ron Rico. pledgemaster; Don Seaton, social chairman: and Tom actually look forward to spring
Shepherd and Harvey Diesner, cleaning, a recent survey showed,
rushing chairmen,
IThe Sal Soda Institute said its
Phi Sigs and their dates will survey showed that 61 per cent of
travel to the chapter house at the the homemakers questioned said
Unisersity of California Saturday ; they liked the seasonal chore. 30
night for the annual 49er dance. per cent said they disliked it and
9 per cent had no strong feelings
SIGMA (TI
either way.
Brother,’ John Nelson, Bill SherThe institute aLen asked huswood, Mike Yeager, John Grootthey thought about
huis, Jim Gault, Dick ’rash and bands what
spring cleaning.
Jack Coolidge will represent Sig’Their attitude was not favorma Chi in tomoroa’s Pushcart
able." it reported.
Relays.
Sigma Otis will trasel to Angels
("amp In Calaveras County to- Man Defies Council
morrow afternoon for the annual
SHOREHAM, England. !UPt-Frog Jump. The local chapter now Bill Wheal, 42, a prosperous garage
holds the title of World Champion owne r, said yesterday he had
Inter-college Frog Jumpers after promised a "show of force" in his
winning first place for three CCM- fight with the West Sussex
counseoltive years.
cil and that he meant every word
Gordon Cassini& and his date of it.
won first prize in the costume
Ile already ha: parked five arcontest at the Hard Times Dance
mored cars on his lawn and sent
Friday .
in an order for three Sherman
SIGMA NE
tanks in protest against a council
Robert Graham is in charge of order that he cut the height of his
the annual Mothers Club barbecue garden wall by three feet.

CI.auiing

Queens, Attendants Are Supplied i Woma;
B Sororities for Contests, Dances I World
I

.111’I1A (111 (1%11.1
-arah Deck- ;
!orothy Brogden recent’)
members ul
Spartan Spears, saphomore women’s honorary.
AChiOs are sponsoring Valerie
Olsen as their queen candidate for
the Santa Clara Firemen’s Rodeo
May 24 and 25,

GAMMA 1111 BETA
The sisters of Game Phi Beta 1
will meet with the brothers of
Theta Chi for a church exchange
this Sunday.
Gamma Phis will hold a dinner
exchange with Delta Sigma Phi
Thursday’ from 5 to 7 p.m.
Kathie Sullivan vies chosen as
an attendant for Sigma Pi’s Or.41.PHA Pill
chid Queen, and Jean Gabbard
Alpha Phi’s first place winning was selected as a Sigma Phi Ep,mtr) in March Melodies will be silon Queen of Hearts attendant
presented at the annual Parents; last weekend.
Das’ Sunday.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Plans are now underway for an
Kappa Alpha Theta Elizabeth
Tuesexchange
dinner
to
he
held
Looking as happ% as an% "new
’ Molina was chosen Sigma Pi Or with
the
day
GamDelta
sisters
of
bride." Sheila O’Brien displaNs
hid Queen Saturday. Jran Farthe smile that iiin her the title
ma in preparatkin for the annual
King Neptune’s Bride at Della
Delta Gama-Alpha Phi Dance May nesi was an attendant in the Delta
Sigma Phi Neptune’s Bride conSigma Phi’s Sailor’s Ball Satur- 23 at
Rickey’s in Palo Alto.
day. Miss O’Brien is a member
test.
of Kappa Kappa (51111111171.
rill OMEGA
The senior breakfast will be held
I
’hi Omegas will knight those May 25 at the San Jose Country
sJS males who have given help Club.
to the chapter during the Post KAPPA DELTA
year at their annual Knights’ pieLora Brunello was selected as
me May 1S at Club Almaden This the Outstanding Senior at a senior
year Dick Montgomery, Jim Gault hrunch May 10 given by the San
Natural childbirth, planned par-1 and Paul Gonella will be added to J.,4(’ Alumnae Association.
Miss Brunello, a business major
enthood and sexual adjustment in I the knighthood. Spring pledges
marriage will be discussed by Dr. traditionally plan the event.
from Los Altos. is a charter memA
tea
was
seniors
honoring
the
Bertha S. Mason, physician and
ber of Kappa Delta and former
psychiatrist, tonight at 7:30 in given at the chapter houge by the ; vice president and president of the
alumnae
Tuesday
evening.
; ot ganization.
CH150.
The Dull Skulls will sing at a
KD juniors will honor the gradAll students are invited to at- I1
luncheon Saturday for sisters and 1uating seniors at a breakfast Suntend Dr. Mason’s lecture. "The
Idaughters of Chi Omegas.
day at the Red Coach Inn.
Two Shall Become One," which
is the fifth lecture in the Student DELTA GAMMA
’KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Steve Walsh was named Deltal Polly Nlarden was chosen Sopho.
Y sponsored series on the preparation for family life, "Let’s Get Gamma Anchor Man at the Anchor more Doll Friday night, and Sheila
, Man Dance Friday night at Mari- , O’Brien was crowned Delta Sigma
Married."
ani’s. Other finalists were Paul Phi NeptUne’s Bride Saturday.
A recognized authority in the
i Bush, Larry Bruton, Joe Altierri Miss O’Brien is also a newly elect.
field of family life and marital
ed SJS song girl.
relationships, Dr. Mason will dis-land James Syers.
Kappa Kappa Gamma will hold
Cuss physical harmony, what pros- DFI T 4 ZFTA
a luncheon Saturday afternoon in
pective parents should know and
The new Delta Zeta mothers will
what private and community re-1 be initiated into the DZ Mother’s honor of their housemother, Mrs.
sources are available. to assist with! Club at the annual Mother-Daugh- Jessie Le Gros. who is retiring
I ter Luncheon Saturday. The event this N ea r.
personal and family problems.
will take place at the International 1’111 MI
Dr .Mason speaks from a wide ;
appropriate for an
Niles.
background of teaining and ex-; Kitchen in
_
perience in the field of marital ;
relationship.

1

SIGMA KAPPA
Sigma Kappas joined with the
brothers of Delta Upsilon Tuesday
evening for an exchange at Club
Almaden which included swimming, volleyball and a barbecue.
Barbara Engler was recently
selected as a member of Spartan
Spears, sophomore women’s honorary society.
Seventeen graduating seniors
will he honored at the annual
Junior-Senior Breakfast May 25.
Juniors will read the senior Prophecies and seniors will read the
will during the breakfast which is
being held at Havenly Foods.
Afterwards the u p pe r claatimen
will hold a swimming party.

Student Y Series
To Feature Talk
By Local Doctor

She is former president of the
Board of Directors of Family Service Assn., a former staff membei
of the College Health Sera 1,-.
voted as outstanding citizen 0;
1951 and the mother of four cint.,ren.

iticism of American education
will be discussed by Dr. Harold
M. Hodges Jr.. assistant professor
of sociology. tonight at 7:30 in
S142. His t a 1 k, which is being
sponsored by CSTA. is entitled
"Contemporary Education
. .
Progressive or Regressive?"
Dr. Hodges said. "Education is
no longer a hum-drum, neutral
w o r d. Subjected to withering I
crossfire from all sides, American
schooling is now a fighting term.
"It’s crucial that tomorrow’s
teachers ... of all people ... must
face up to this controversy.
"In the past, it was essentially
the reactionary who sniped at
our schools; but today’s criticism
is less venemous, more rational,
more ’egg-headish.’
"Much of this contemporary
brand of criticism is still vitriolic;
but much more is coldly analytical
and incisive."
Dr. Hodges also said. "It is critical, then, that our educators-inthe-making stop playing the ostrich role; they can’t afford 19
hide their heads in the comfortable sand.
"They’ll make far more effective teachers if they critically analyze this current wave of criticism," he said.
His talk will he focussed on the
more rational aspects of this criticism.
Open discussion will be held
after the talk ond refreshments
will be served.

By JOHN ADAMS
Lyke magazine, in its never-ending bid for recognition as a toprated collegiate publication, added another feather to its cap with
REPLACEMENT
an interview with the internationally famous evangelist, Billy Graham.
PORTLAND, Me. I UPt---Classi- ;
Graham, called "the greatest American evangelist of all ages,"
fled ad in a Maine newspaper: "&95 answered questions fired to him by Lyle Editor Jerry Nachman during
weekly for man to work full time ; a 25 -minute interview Saturday, according to Larry Rodrigues, public
to replace one who didn’t."
[relations manager for the campus feature magazine.
’Fit’ 40-yeai-iild evangelist continued his famous crusade in San
Francisco last month, after completing nine successful years appearing before millions of spectators throughout the world.
A record crowd of two million
people attended his four-month
Ness’ York crusade last summer.
"I believe more discipline, control and authority is needed on
the college campus." stated the
slightly accented North Carolinian,

CRUSADER PAR EXCELLENCE

MORE DISCIPLINE
"I believe in both work and
play. but I do think that a mol.
disciplined study on the carman.,
is what young people really want
and need," Graham said in the
Lyke interview.
Graham* reported that he had
1.1 college followPI large
ers in every count!, he %kited
on his world-wide tour.
Rodrigues said yesterday that
the evangelist intends to speak at
San Francisco State before leaving the area.
"Preparations for the Graham
Interview t on k two and half
months, many letters and more
than 24 phone calls to the city, Rodrigues commented.

Es-anvil.), Bills Graham. ouhe.enducting a erusaile In man Fran istobJect of the I nterview of 11,yke
cisco at the con Pala ce, Is t
magazine’s last {WU’ for this semester. Lyke EililOT Jerry Nachman conducted a 25 minute interview with Graham concerning
photo.
I 11111 gi.
Its And the popularity of crioutiles.Lyke
-

Minister To Discuss
Jazz Mass, Sunday

Elect

JUST BEFORE U.P.
The public relations manager
stated that the Lyke interview
was held just before a United
Press interview.
Lyke, built around a central
summer travel theme for the first
time, will go on sale Wednesday’
at 7:30 a.m.
Art Editor Dave Redmond designed the cover which carries
the theme of the magazine.
" "Lykable Doll’ and ’Pilfered
Pix’ will appear as traditional
features of the publication." Rodrigues concluded.

! Engineers
The Sori..1 ,.1 Production Enrn..et tonight in E10.5.
at
le or election of new
be
The Jazz Mass the singing of officers. Refreshments will
hymns by the priest and emigre- served’
gallon to the accompaniment Of
a jazz hand will be discussed I
the Rev. Philip Pearce Sunday ;.
7:30 p.m. at the Student Christ;
PARKING? (in-) Featuring All-New
Center, 92 S. 5th St.
The Rev. Praree will discuss Il.
SHE17/1.1
If late for
hool
use of jazz music by the R.
Geoffrey Beaumont, vicar of For Added Power
we’ll park yore- car.
George’s Anglican Church in r,,,,
berwell, England.
complete
All students are invited to r.
LUBRICATION AND AUTO MAINTENANCE
tend the Canterbury Chit; e
BRAKE WORK
TUNE-UP
sot esi lecture by the Res I ;
Across Iron, the Student U11100
of the Episcopal Church of a
FOURTH and SAN FERNANDO
,Mathew, San Mateo,

OT Club Holds Annual
Barbecue Saturday
.

By CHARLENE SHATTUCK
Socie ty Editor

How many colors are there in
the world today?
If you pick up any one of the
leading fashitn
magazines, you
may
discover
some colors that
you never drear.;
ed existed.
As an exempt;
here are a
colors I discm;
ed in the fashion ads of the following well-known magazines.
Ladies’ Home Journal: Peony
Red, Lemon -peel Yellow, Tropical
Pink.
Charm: Ruby Red, Honeyglow,
Delphinium Blue, Bark Beige, Hibiscus Red.
Seventeen: Watt-Tilly White, Ice
,Blue, Blush Pink, Nile Green.
Harper’s Bazaar: Night Black,
Green Olive.
Vogue: Aqua Frost. Coffee Bean,
Sunshine Shades, Sizzle -Colours.
Glamour: Midnight Blue, Desert
Sun.
Mademoiselle: Cornflower Blue,
Chestnut Brown. Ice Cold Blue,
Red Hot Pink.
Would you recognize. these
colors if you aaw them?

Prof Discusses
U.S. EducatIon

L y ke Features Evangelist
B I y Graham in Interview

cpaPtaguide
.1 ssoi ia Don of ( *Moretti’ State today, 4:30 p.m .Newman Hall.
College instructors, report of nom- I Oecupetiesal Therapy Club,
Mating committee, notnination of overnight cook -out. Saturday, 2
officers for 1958-59, today, 3:30, p.m. to Sunday, 6 p.m., Stevens
p.m.. ’rB53.
Creek Children’s Camp.
Piti Upsilon Pl. meeting, tomorCaterbury flub, "Jazz Mass." ;
The Rev. Philip Pearce. Sunday. ’ row. 10:30 am, S21.
7:30 pm., Student Christian CenPublic Relations l’ommittee, reter, 92 S. 5th St.
view of proposed by-laws changes.
Eag*lunanjws, Phelan Awards, today. 3:30 p.m.. Student Union.
interpretative reading. tonight. ft
Roger Williams Fellowship, bus
Student Union,
will leave for Billy Graham CruBpiaeopal Students, consecra- sade at 5:30 p.m tomorrow from
tion of Dean James A. Pike ;as I Grace Baptist, 10th and San FerBishop Coadjutor of Episcopal anado Streets. El per person. Sign
Diocese of California can be view- up on bulletin board at Grace
ed on TV. today, 10:30 a.m., Stil- Baptist Church.
hriatian Center. 92 S. 5th
l-1cl’
Spartan (’Id, meeting, tonight.
St.
7.36, tlf162.
Spesiropal Students. "Classes in
Spartan Young Democrats.
Chureh History.- tonight. 7. Stu- meeting Tuesday, 3:30 p.m., 87 S.
dent Christian Center. 92 S. 5th 9th St.
St.
Sports (’at’ Club, meeting, to’Mei. game night. Monday.
day. 2:30 p.m.. Student Union,
REANERV 1111.1.1:TiN
pm.. ’,rude?), Y.
laatitute of the Arronoutival lionte F.001111lies Cafeteria
Selene’’’, meet to work On glider, Entrees:
IHam sandwich
. 30 cents
tonight 7, APrO Lab.
"Let’s Get Married." public lec- Turkey pie .
30 cents
_55 cents
ture -discussion series. "The Two Plate lunch
Shall Beeorne One." tonight, 7:30. Coop -4th and San Fernando Sts.
iEntrees:
C141.50.
COill- I Roast pork and dressing
Methodist Presbyte don
.41) saints
Mudireit4. e.aluatioa oh i with _applasawl.
40 cents
lancheon progi am. today, 1230 , Hot pork sandwirti
’Seel and timeworn
40 cents
pm.
_55 cents
Newman Club, Ascension Mass, ;Plate lunch ..

ocean So) age se ill be teatrued at
the Phi Mu fashioh show to he held
alumna’s home in
Sunday at
Los Gatos. Girls will model around
a garden swimming pool. Irene
Kayser is general chairman of the
affair.
Phi Niels will hold a water skiing exchange with the brothers of
Lambda Chi Alpha Saturday at
Anderson Dam.
The Phi Mu drill team will perform in the Pushcart Relays tomorrow.

Getting married? The slimmer
issue of Bride and Home says
"Every Bride Should Know" that
when announcing one’s engagement "a thoughtful gesture is to
write short notes to your ex -beaux
before they read the news in the
paper." One SJS coed suggested
you might begin tactfully, "It’s not
that I don’t like you, Joe . . ."

New Group Hopes
To
G Establish Better
reek Relations
The Daughters el ).111...iva is a
new organization on campus made
up of girls who are selected for
membership by members of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
The purpose of the group is "to
try to establish better relations
with other Greek organizations
and the college at large," according to Joanne Boncsio, publicity
chairman.
Other officers are Judy Hanson,
president; Judy MacDonald, vice
president; Sharon Thomas. secretary; Zoe Bergmann, treasurer:
and Joanne Bonesio, historian and
publicity chairman,
The members and their sororities include Claire Wellenkamp,
Linda Burdette, Zoe Bergmann,
Alpha Phi; Marsha Hodgson,
Sharon Thomas, Alpha Chi-Omega;
Jane Hamilton, Ellen Stepovich,
Betsy O’Gara, Delta Gamma; Marlene Brandin, Merle Morris, Gamma Phi Beta; Didi Fowler, Bon
See, Marge Schmutz, Judy
MacDonald, Kappa Alpha Theta;
and Joanne Bonesio, Judy Hanson,
Sigma Kappa. In addition there
are three married members in chiding Dinah Ming, Betty Toshi
and Lois Davis; and one girl who
is pinned to an SAE, Kay Lockwood.

The Occupational Therapy Club
will hold its annual overnight
cook -out beginning Saturday at 2
p.m. and ending Sunday at 6 p.m
at Stevens Creek Children’s Camp.
The girls can be recognized by
Audrey Squires, OT Club pub1Wity chairman, stated that ac- their white blouses inscribed with
tivities will include swimming and the insignia of Daughters of Min;
games
s
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